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Best Emerging Travel
Company - Sweden
Swedish Lapland, or Lappland in the native language, is an incredible place to visit. It is the
perfect place to experience the midnight sun or the Northern Lights, and it boasts a rich
culture that is integral to the nation’s identity. As a result, Triple X Adventures AB is hoping
to make exclusive trips to this fascinating location more accessible to travellers from across
the globe.
Forget beach holidays, they’re
a thing of the past. Adventure
is the new trend. People are
searching for vacations that will
reinvigorate their souls, provide them with
new experiences, and supply them with an
abundance of special memories. Therefore,
Lapland, Sweden, complete with its midnight
sun, has become an incredibly popular
tourist destination. Home to the Vindelfjällen
Nature Reserve, a rich culture, and a diverse
landscape, for a remote getaway, there’s no
better place than Swedish Lapland.
Triple X Adventures AB is the area’s leading
travel company, offering a unique and
personalised experience to every traveller.
Nestled at the heart of the environment, the

company provides action-packed, culture
infused programmes, that are inspired by
the world that surrounds it. Simply, Triple X
Adventures hopes to show its clients that
it truly lives and breathes its events. As a
result, this represents the authenticity of the
company’s offerings – it knows first-hand what
Swedish Lapland has to offer and strives to
implement its magic into every holiday.
In effect, it is no ordinary travel company. Its
adventures are centric to three key elements
– action, discovery, and experience – and can
come in the form of pre-existing packages or
bespoke experiences. Specialising in creating
memories that will last a lifetime, such trips
include activities like ice fishing, the chance to
meet reindeer, or even explore the landscape
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from above through a helicopter ride. The
packages begin at 2,700 EUR and include
direct flights from Germany or connecting
flights from Stockholm, hand-picked
experiences, premium accommodation and
meals, and much more.
Indeed, the Project X package is Triple X
Adventures’ most inclusive option, boasting
an impressive range of treats and activities.
From the moment the guest arrives, they
will be treated to an exciting and attentive
service. This package includes all meals, a
VIP on-site shuttle, and professional advice
and coaching. Moreover, with this option,
it is guaranteed that the client will have the
opportunity to partake in popular activities
such as snowmobile safaris, husky safaris,
ice-kart racing, and a trip to the Arctic Spa.
However, not only does Triple X Adventures
supply these unique holidays, but it also
supplies leading car manufacturers with
ice tracks and development centres, aiding
in the improvement of vehicular safety. In
essence, from developing ice track designs
to operating in event logistics, Triple X
Adventures offers a full-service package
for brands and businesses that want to
undertake driving experiences, events, or
tests in the cold, icy conditions.

outcomes for clients. This approach is further
seen within its recruitment processes, for
which it searches for flexible and friendly
individuals who are passionate about people
and nature.

The team, which acts as a large family,
utilises their local expertise to make these
journeys all the more special. They possess
a love for the area – one that spills into each
guest’s adventure – and want to promote it
through sustainable methods. In turn, the
team works collaboratively, and bolsters its
connection through regular team outings.
Triple X Adventures prioritises maintaining a
positive, enthusiastic, and sociable team as it
believes that this results in the best possible

It is these services that have pushed the
brand to a great level of success. In just over
three months of business, the company has
established a loyal clientele and has created a
respectable turnover. For a fledgling company
in a competitive industry, this is impressive, and
it serves as a testament to the company’s highquality services. Much of this success stems
from its devotion to client-centricity, for which
it endeavours to consistently go above and
beyond to cultivate a mind-blowing vacation.

The tourism industry in Sweden is dependent
upon companies such as Triple X Adventures,
and in recent years, the market has grown
exponentially. The tourism industry is not
only financially important for Sweden, but
also an important job and integration engine
in the country. It is with this firmly in mind
that companies across the nation strive to
introduce tourists to the country, even in
winter months, to drive this machine forwards.
However, in spite of the influx of travel
businesses in Sweden, it is safe to say that
Triple X Adventures is a clear stand out.
Henceforth, the future is set to be flooded
with success for the emerging business.
Triple X Adventures is on a never-ending

search for ways to better its services, with a
particular focus upon exclusivity, accessibility,
and affordability. So far, it has acquired
partnerships with esteemed brands from
Sweden, like Polaris, CTEK, 8848 and the
Hotel Laponia, which have helped to boost
the company’s profile. It remains in regular
contact with these partners in order to
share ideas and visions which will further its
mission to create an outstanding experience
for its guests.

Contact: Benjamin Fichtner
Company: Triple X Adventures AB
Web Address:
https://www.triple-x-adventures.com/
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